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College of Engineering Takes Part in Student Research Day
Engineers solve problems – and Tennessee Tech’s
Renaissance Engineers take aim at significant
contributions for the betterment of humanity. That
could mean anything from isolating the toxins in
soap and personal care products, developing
improved concrete admixtures, predicting the path
of a catastrophic flood, or reducing the noise level
of a shop vacuum. As diverse as all these research
directions may sound, they were all on display at
TTU’s Student Research Day, which took place on
April 10.
Undergraduate Engineering Winners
Joshua Cisco, Colten Burke: “Ionomer and
Pore Former Content in Direct Formic Acid
Fuel Cells” (adviser: Cynthia Rice) Cisco and
Burke’s research explores new methods of
alternative energy storage; fuel cells rely on
the reaction of two chemical fuels to generate
electricity, meaning that they require more fuel rather than recharging like conventional batteries.
Cameron Chaparro, Matthew Powelson: “Low-Cost Indoor Localization Using the iRobot Create” (adviser: Stephen
Canfield) Industrial robots need to have an awareness of their location; Chaparro and Powelson were able to
develop a “robotic greeter” for Brown Hall that can not only meet visitors, but navigate its way to a desired
location, using the iRobot Create mobile robot platform and software.
Brett Witherspoon: “A Competitive and Cooperative Software Defined Radio Transceiver”(adviser: Adam Anderson)
Broadcast spectrum space is becoming more and more cluttered, and Witherspoon’s design for a software-enabled
radio was the winner in the DARPA Spectrum Challenge.
Scott Hawn, Hussain Almahasnah, Pamela Smith: “An Investigation of the Renewable Energy Potential of
Gasification” (adviser: Ahmed ElSawy) Alternatives to fossil fuels are a pressing concern, and Hawn, Smith and
Almahasnah are exploring ways to develop a viable fuel gas and cut landfill waste by incinerating properlyprepared recyclables and wood scraps in a small-scale gasification unit.
Graduate Engineering Winners
Sarah Russell: “Controlling Solar Cell Active Layers Via Patterning and Gas Expanded Polymer Annealing” (adviser:
Holly Stretz) Each generation of solar panels needs to be a bit more efficient and easier to manufacture, and
Russell’s project uses nanoparticle technology to develop new structures, processes and materials for solar cells’
active layers of photovoltaics. Her designs convert 10.6% of all solar energy absorbed into usable electric current.
Ebrahim Ahmadisharaf: “Overtopping Risk Variation of a High-Hazard Dam Over The Years” (adviser: Alfred
Kalyanapu) Ahmadisharaf’s study models the potential for dam failure due to overtopping, focusing on a highhazard dam in Burnett, NC; the results can point the way toward new dam operational guidelines.
Dairo Cruz: “A Data Mining Approach for the Simulation of Portland Cement Hydration” (advisers: Joseph Biernacki,
William Eberle) Hydration is vital to the strength and resilience of this ubiquitous building material, and Cruz’s
study uses new techniques to model this hydration.
Adeniyi Babalola, Sina Zarrabian: “Experimental Implementation of MAS To Prevent Cascading Failure” (adviser:
Rabie Belkacemi) As smart grids become more common for power distribution, it’s vitally important to develop
ways to restore them after a power outage; Babalola and Zarrabian have researched ways to use two-way
communication devices and technology to restore power in a timely way.
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